
meet, in the light of the Risen One ... share listen to and find the way God asks us  together 

Deep look: learning to look and discover the positive 

 

confidence and risk openness and not being afraid 

: creativity:  

Serenity -  focused 

walk together 

listen 

renew... confirm the path of the Chapter... 

 

Relying on the strengths we already have 

: look more at the risen one so that he can see from His gaze of love all and all 

 

The deep gaze always sees in any reality an OPPORTUNITY and possibility of change.... 

We recognize that it has also been an opportunity to review our way of encouraging, exercising government 

and learning new tools." 

It was a renewing confirmation of the SEVENTEEN chapter,  

We have touched diversity yet complementary and  interconnected  congregational body 

Sustainability plays with all the goods we have and  heritage  ... people, the  shared charisma, the economy 

and shared subsistence administration; human resources : care  for young sisters, care  for those who carry 

the burden of responsibilities  (working but not burned-out women):.. care for older sisters 

The way the governance ... how to exercise co-responsibility: on  a  synodal path 

We realize that we will  follow  the path  Involving the entire Congregation, to the base (the laity) 

Then everyone will wonder and ask: what should I do? What ARE we going to do? 
 
a. Survey: it will give us guidance to   continue this process taking into account thediscipline made and 
confirmed by your contributions this will lead to concrete actions. We need to rest the fruits of this process 
all and we will meet soon to talk about the steps to follow.  For the path we have taken we want to 
continue it - and expand it  to  communities, lay people ... (we will ask for suggestions for the date) 
 
b. Communication of what has happened  and what has emerged this week to the rest of the 
Congregation:we wanted to do it in a testimonial way. One is offered from each organism to record a short 
1 Min video. 
 
What this meeting has meant to me and to the Congregation.... ;  
The best way to communicate is intentar poner in practice what we learned; for example in our councils; in 
other teams and in assemblies and chapters;  ... as a style of our discernments 
 
c. Potential example of the process and structures to be given to work and carry out priority issues 



We have a challenge and potential to renew our ways of exercising government... attitudes and structures. 
We need to deepen and analyze how to channel this pop-up call. Paradigm shifting is a long process but it is 
born in the heart of each one.  
To make happen the change we need   - we welcome the suggestions and instructions that have been 
proposed these days.   For what does not translate into concrete commitments dies. 
 
That is why one of the proposals of the groups that has emerged is the accompaniment. From the 
Discernment Team we recommend it too and it will be good for us. 
 
Among these instruments: the accompaniment option (such as Emmaus disciples)  for interrelationship. 
Between us – to accompany each other in spiritual conversations. We need it,  but we can offer it as an 

expression of mutual care. >Ex:  systematic encounters. Possibility to choose  one of the sisters you'd like to 

dialogue, walking in company. Where to follow the conversations: the "TRIALOGOS". Every two weeks, 

every month... to see how we are putting in life those appreciative looks, as God calls us to strengthen 

discernment...; share how we're overcoming the barriers, negative looks,  ,.. What knots do we have to 

untie?  

Wouldn't this be a way to really live a congregation that takes care of the best of each that is its vocational 

Claret life and mission. ? And above all cultivate the attitude of listening that predisposes me  for all other 

things... 

 

Trully the Lord has Risen  ... we've went out it was night and it's dawn! ... And the mandate is always the 

same and always new: announce to all what you have seen and heard. 

Ana Maria - thanks David and Paul 

end... sisters and technicians...  

Have a safe journey back!!! 

 


